
Locking Solutions for Lockers 
Locker Management made easy 



With GANTNER, it is easier than ever to manage your 
lockers effortlessly and at a glance. Thanks to our in-
novative technological advantage, every customer is 
offered a locker locking solutions that fits their specific 
needs. No matter the type of locker or industry. Our 
electronic locks ensure that customers must invest 

little to no administrative effort and assignment of cre-
dentials is a breeze. Without keys, without padlocks, 
and without PIN code and external mounting parts if 
wished. Cost reduction, optimal utilization of lockers, 
and increased security: the right lock makes it possi-
ble. And GANTNER has the right lock for you! 
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MORE THAN JUST A LOCK – 
INNOVATIVE SYSTEM SOLUTION



GANTNER – YOUR COMPETENT PARTNER
THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR YOU

40 years of 
experience

More than 70.000 installations
References in over 60 countries 

worldwide

Certified for 
ISO 9001, 14001 

and 27001
GANTNER Worldwide support & 

service organization

More than 400 employees 
worldwide

COMPREHENSIVE 
OVERVIEW

Recipeint of multiple 
international innovation, 

technology, and design awards

MULTITAG & 
MULTI-TECHNOLOGY

GANTNER REFERENCES WORLDWIDE
These companies are satisfied GANTNER customers.
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LOCKER LOCKING 
SYSTEMS FOR EVERY 
REQUIREMENT

Secure issuing 
of credentials

24/7 availability

Regardless whether a leisure facility, modern office 
environment, educational institute, ski depot, or a par-
cel pick-up station – an electronic NFC locker locking 
system from GANTNER ensures that employees and 
customers can store personal items easily and secure-
ly. And the best part, operators have little to no effort. 

Simplest administration, hassle-free credential as-
signment, statistical analysis, and absolute resource 
preservation – a GANTNER locker locking system 
makes it possible. The uniqueness: GANTNER has 
exactly the locker locking solution that best fits cus-
tomers’ needs. You tell us your requirements; we  
deliver the system. 

Electronically secured lockers reduce costs and increase efficiency

Comprehensive
overview



Decide for yourself how lockers should be used: 
assigned, free choice, or rental? Define the locker 
mode with one mouse click. 

You have full control while saving personnel ex-
penses. And as keys become a thing of the past 

NO KEY – INSTEAD HIGHEST FLEXIBILITY AND 
INVESTMENT SECURITY

with GANTNER, the need for their management 
and replacement becomes obsolete. A chip card, 
wristband, key tag, or smartphone serve as key re-
placement. And the best part: even existing lockers 
can be retrofitted with close to no effort. 

Use your access control 
data carriers also for 

locker locking systems. 
Almost all common NFC chip 
cards, wristbands, key tags 

and smartphones are 
compatible with 
GANTNER locks.

“



Secure and reliable Flexible system

Do you want a flexibilty unrivaled and secure lock-
er locking system with a minimum of administrative 
costs, all control options via PC, and a high-perform-
ing software in the background? We got it!

With a NET.Lock system your lockers or depot com-
partments become a centrally controllable unit that 

can be conveniently operated via data carrier (chip 
card, wristband, key tag, smartphone). 

Through the administration software, you have full 
control over the locker system in real-time and you 
can manage each individual lock and assign creden-
tials. And the design? Sleek and discreet. 

NET.Lock System

NETWORKED LOCKER 
LOCKING SYSTEMS

Maintenance-free 

For even more convenience: 
NET.Locks can now optionally 

be equipped with interior 
illumination and USB ports 
for mobile device charging 



NETWORKED LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEM

SMART.Lock – central reader

Are you are looking for a solution that provides con-
venient, electronic locking of lockers and lock boxes 
for depot applications, logistics solutions, storage 
and the like? Then a SMART.Lock system is the right 
solution for you.

To open a locker, the user is identified at the cen-
tral terminal by presenting their credential. The door 
opens automatically. It is locked again simply by 
pushing the locker door shut. No matter if barcode, 
PIN code, or data carrier – whatever fits your require-
ments can be applied. 

A SMART.Lock is 
suitable for all locker 
materials and thanks 

to the break-in alarm at the 
PC or smartphone, an 

absolute secure solution. 



Reporting

NETWORKED LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEMS 

The powerful software Relaxx is the core of our net-
worked locker locking systems. High-performance, 
clear layout, innovation, and multi-functionality – 
these qualities make locker management a breeze 
and you receive valuable information in real-time.
 
Relaxx visualizes, controls, and monitors your com-
pletely networked locking system. Credentials are 

assigned, revoked, and changed with a mouse 
click. Just like that you receive statistical analysis, 
alarm indicators, or a utilization overview. You can  
control lockers remotely (also via mobile devices) 
and thanks to high-level interfaces, you can link  
Relaxx with other software applications (HR  
system, management software, financial software, 
etc.)

With Relaxx, management of 
the networked locker system is 

easy, clear, and effortless. 
No matter whether it is an open-

at-night-function or statistical 
analysis, with one mouse click 

everything is accessible. 

Easy modification 
of credentials

Alarm functionality

Relaxx – Locker management software



Use a locker with 
smartphone? 

No problem – LockPal 
makes is possible. 

Lock locker with personal smartphones? No need to 
carry any other data carriers? Flexibility and no long 
waits in lines? No problem! With the LockPal App 
from GANTNER, the smartphone of your customers 
and employees becomes the key. 

Through the app, it is immediately clear which lock-
ers are available. Your customer or employee choos-

es a locker and locks it via smartphone. This reduces 
waiting times at check-in or reception and frees up 
the resources of personnel. 

And forgotten data carriers become a thing of the 
past because your smartphone nowadays is always 
with you. 

NETWORKED LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEMS

LockPal – the app for opening and closing networked locker locks

“



Battery-operated locker locking systems are unri-
valed when it comes to integration of secure elec-
tronic locker locks with little installation effort. Since 
the administration of an ECO.Lock system does not 
entail any administrative overhead, personnel ex-
penses are minimized significantly.
 

An ECO.Lock locking system works autonomous-
ly and cabling is not necessary. Thus, retrofitting of 
existing lockers is easy. The position of the button 
immediately indicates whether a locker is available or 
in use. You decide how lockers are used: free choice, 
assigned, or rental. 

ECO.Lock

Award-winning
solution

Easy retrofitting Battery life
up to 10 years

The ECO.Lock is 
suitable for all locker 
material and can be 

retrofitted into existing 
lockers.

BATTERY-OPERATED 
LOCKER LOCKING 
SYSTEM



The ECO.Side lock is the world’s first battery lock 
that, thanks to the maintenance-free low-pow-
er-technology from GANTNER, can reach an un-
precedented battery life of up to 10 years – without  
battery change. 

The multiple award-winning lock not only fulfills 
the highest technological standards, it especially  

makes design conscious hearts beat faster, since 
it discreetly takes a backseat. 

Thanks to the alarm function at the locker, another  
security level has been implemented and because 
the lock does not need any external components 
it is optimally protected against vandalism. 

ECO.Side Lock

This lock leaves no design 
wishes unfulfilled. 

Design your locker vision 
while the lock takes a 

discrete backseat. 

“

BATTERY-OPERATED LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEM



Easy retrofittingIntuitive operation With and without 
PIN code

Are you are looking for a simple electronic locker lock 
that mounts to the outside of the locker door? Pos-
sibly with a PIN-code pad? Then our GL7p will wow 
you. Operation occurs via data carrier AND/OR PIN 
code thus allowing for a wide range of applications 
depending on the client’s requirements. 

For instance, differing user groups and security lev-
els can be organized by a combination of contactless 
NFC technology and PIN code. The mixed use of 
locks is also very easy to implement. Whether a lock-
er is available can immediately be assessed through 
the position of the button. 

GL7p

BATTERY-OPERATED LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEMS

The elegant, sleek lock is directly 
mounted on the door, can be 

horizontally or vertically mounted, 
and is operable intuitively 

with one hand. 

Not available in USA/CanadaNot available in USA/Canada



MoLA supports you 
in the optimization 

of the battery life of 
your locks. 

“

Never has it been so easy to configure a battery-op-
erated locker lock. With the MoLA app (Mobile Lock-
er Administration), you no longer need a laptop that 
is connected via cable to the locks. Therefore, con-
figurations can be completed up to four times faster. 

MoLA, for the first time ever, enables the configura-
tion of battery-operated locks even when they are 
closed. Even reading lock events is now possible 
when lockers are closed. And because an app key is 
needed for authorization, MoLA can only be used by 
authorized personnel. Never before was it so easy for 
your employees to configure a lock. 

MoLA – the configuration app for battery-operated locker locks

BATTERY-OPERATED LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEMS



VERSATILE APPLICATION OPTIONS



GAT ECO.Lock 7000
Battery-operated lock 
with push button for lock-
ers, inside door mounting

GAT ECO.Side Lock 7000
Battery-operated lock,
side wall mounting

GL7p
Battery-operated lock with 
optional PIN Code keypad, 
outside door mounting

(Not available in USA/Canada)

GT7
Information Terminal

BATTERY-OPERATED LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEM

APP SOLUTIONS

MoLA App for easy and fast 
configuration of battery locks

LockPal App for promt 
opening/closing of NET.Locks 

NETWORKED LOCKER LOCKING SYSTEM

CREDENTIALS

Relaxx 
Administration Software

GAT NET.Lock 7020
Networked lock for lockers, 
side wall mounting

GAT SMART.Lock 7001
Cable lock without integrated 
NFC technology for lockers,
side wall mounting

GAT NET.Controller M 7020
Master Controller

GAT NET.Controller S 7020
Sub Controller

GAT SMART.Controller S 7020
Sub Controller

GT7 
Central Locker Terminal

Relaxx 
Administration Software

GAT Chip Card GAT Key Tag SmartphoneGAT Chip Band 65
Plastic wristband

GAT Chip Band 20
Silicone wristband




